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Live
Lucky for me, I was at one of ELO’s record
breaking eight performances of Out of the Blue
at Wembley Arena in 1978. If you’re too young or simply unaware - the concert was amazing and
truly ground-breaking for its era. A gigantic fibre glass
flying saucer covered the stage and raised up to reveal the
band as an opening coup de théâtre. Within this heavy
carapace, styled as it was on the classic Wurlitzer jukebox look of the
‘50s, was a mass of lighting (pretty much all PARs in those days, of course) and some
large Argon gas lasers. When I say large, they were in the 32W range - beasts even by
today’s standards. The great green bolts that shot out from the saucer raised a cheer
every time. It’s a memory that has never left me. It was also the last time I saw the band
- before now.
Although Leeds was just the third show of the tour, I’d heard good things. I came away
agreeing. The abiding sense of the show was that this was not some indulgent wallow
in nostalgia. Instead, everything about it spoke of tight contemporary design. In
that sense, Jeff Lynne’s ELO was entirely ‘of the moment’.
Sound
I found Gary Bradshaw at the helm for sound, and it is him I have to
thank for luring me down to Leeds. He told me: “There are several
musicians from the band that back Take That, plus two backing
vocalists. They played with Jeff [Lynne] for the show at Hyde Park
in the summer of 2014, which provided the springboard for this
tour.”
Jeff Lynne is first and foremost a songwriter and producer,
and for a producer one of the keys is to achieve the correct
balance, and it applies here too. Bradshaw mentions its
significance to what he is doing, as does every
department of live show production. I started by asking
Bradshaw if - in the intervening 18 months since that
Hyde Park show - he’d had time to ponder the finer
points of mixing ELO live, and was that now an
influence on the current tour?
“Well, we had an orchestra at Hyde Park; here just the
classic band line-up, meaning two cellos and a violin.
But in short, no. There’s a reason for that. The best
thing that happened in the rehearsal before Hyde
Park was when Jeff walked up to me at the desk for
the first time to listen to the playback. He didn’t say
‘hello’, he began with ‘can I have no effects on
anything, particularly the strings?’ I soon learned he
hates reverb - woe betide any band member that tries
to sneak some in . . . As a sound engineer I could see
immediately that he had the same sort of priorities that
I bring to the job: sound is of primary importance. It also
said something about him: he wasn’t demanding, he didn’t
say ‘don’t use any effects’, he said ‘can I have . . .’. I’ve never
found him less than easy and charming, it’s no overstatement
to say everyone on the tour loves him.”
There are indeed no effects “other than a couple of spin delays on
vocals, effects you’ll find on the recordings,” says Bradshaw. “For
me that’s clarity. In fact, when I go and work with other bands initially
I find the application of reverb now sounds a bit weird. Jeff has fantastic
ears: he was listening to the first rehearsed playback of Rock and Roll is
King and immediately identified where I hadn’t dared to apply the
characteristic delay on the vocal that’s on the recording. It’s there now, of
course.”

in Leeds...
The band comprises drums, bass, two keyboard players, Mike Stevens on guitar, Milton
McDonald on the second guitar and Richard Tandy, an original ELO member, on piano
and vocoder. They all sing, though Richard only on vocoder, and of course Jeff plays
guitar and sings. Then there are two cellos and a violin, plus the two backing vocalists,
Melanie and Ian. Melanie takes that lovely soprano flourish that decorates Rock Aria.
Milton is the only musician on stage with a wedge (d&b M4 stereo wedges, according to
monitor man Steve Lutley), and there are Perspex wings on the kit to keep splash onto
the string section and BVs to a minimum.
“Jeff uses no pedals other than a volume boost on the amp input,” says Bradshaw.
“He did have a pair of AC30s but now uses a pair of Fender Bassman. It’s real old school
playing: he’ll tone it right down when he’s playing rhythm, then turn it up when he’s
taking the lead. It mixes itself really. He does also have a pedal to apply a touch of
compression to his guitar.”
How about compression at the desk? “There’s not a lot really, I have a dbx160 Waves
plug-in on the DiGiCo SD7 inserted across the drum sub-group, and I use the on-board
compression for a touch here and there on the bass, vocals and other acoustic
guitars. There’s also an 1176 Waves plug-in for the acoustics. Probably the greatest
variation in terms of mixing would be the six vocalists. They all have different
levels of delivery, but once you have that balance they stay pretty much in
those relative positions to one another for the entirety of the show, so just
a bit of subtle movement is required from me. They all use regular SM58s,
a mic that really suits Jeff’s voice and he was entirely comfortable with
that choice when he first saw them. I have DPA 4099s on all three
strings; the cellos also have a Schertler contact mic for the low end.
The violinist is also on radio, so she can come down centre stage
when required. I’m using [Sennheiser MD] 421s on the backline
and under the Toms - otherwise, all pretty normal.”
Bradshaw is shadowed by Steve Jay, Lynne’s studio engineer
for the past eight years or so. “He’s out for the whole tour and
despite what you might think, has only been helpful. He
engineered the 2012 re-issue of ELO’s classic canon, so he
knows it all backwards. Rather than being directive - ‘do this
here, that there’ sort of thing - we have conversations. It’s
a really enjoyable process. One of the more invisible
demands of mixing is to avoid complacency, you must
approach every show afresh; having Steve here makes that
a whole lot easier.”

“Although Jeff is a fabulous composer and producer he’s quite a reluctant
frontman,” continued Bradshaw. “But there’s no escaping the quality of his voice just excellent. Take a song like When I Was a Boy. When I first heard it in rehearsal
I thought they were playing the CD. His range is broad and he can get right up there,
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The system is a d&b J-Series supplied by Skan, using the
ArrayProcessing (AP) software. “My system tech, Craig
Bruce, does all that - I don’t concern myself with how AP
works, I just walk around and make sure it sounds good,”
says Bradsahw. And indeed he did: I bumped into him when
I did the exact same thing during support act, The Feeling.
I walked again when ELO were on because something during
band sound-check really caught my ear: the wonderful string
sound within the introduction to Tightrope accompanied by
synthesiser and what sounded to me like a real Mellotron, but
must have been a sample. It all sounded so good and lavishly
interwoven that I felt obliged to go out again at the start of the show
and check it sounded as good, with all the attendant definition, now
that the audience was present. System tech Craig Bruce had beaten me
to it: he had several pre-sets within AP to compensate for the increase in
temperature and humidity. Touché.
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and in that song he’s quite exposed.” And Bradshaw, with his
experience mixing George Michael and Take That is no shirker
when it comes to exploiting a good voice. He’ll put it right
there in front, when a less confident mixer might feel the need
to provide closer musical support, just in case. “The funny
thing with this is that normally I get to roughly the third show
and feel settled, but for this it came immediately, first show.”
Like a great cake, Bradshaw is blessed with having the best of
ingredients.
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Monitors
Interestingly, Steve Lutley has been away mixing monitors for
X Factor. “That was a conscious decision to get more
‘home-time’,” he says. “Despite what you might think about
the X Factor, the sheer variety of what you have to deal with
made it really enjoyable.” How refreshing to find a monitor
engineer of such pedigree finding some virtue in a bit of
vox-pop entertainment - there’s nowhere that lessons can’t be
learned. But what of ELO? Like Bradshaw, I asked if he had
made any changes since the concert in Hyde Park?
“There are thirteen band and three tech mixes on my SD7 and
with the exception of the one pair of M4 wedges for Milton,
they’re all in-ear monitors. At Hyde Park both Milton and Jeff
had wedges.”

That’s a big change, but then, unlike many performers of his
generation, Jeff Lynne hasn’t spent the last 30 years blasting
his ears with on-stage wedges, so his hearing is in good
condition. Also, he does a lot of production work, so he is
accustomed to hearing good quality, uncoloured sound.
“Persuading him onto IEMs took a little time. It was, after all,
the first time in his life he’d been in a position to even
encounter them. The key was a one-off promo show he did
last year for the new album in a massively reverberant hall in
London.” Lutley later recalled it was Porchester Hall. “He really
struggled, so I gave him a set of generic plugs to try. Apart
from the fact they kept falling out, he really enjoyed the
experience, so he agreed to the concept and I arranged for
him to be fitted with some JH Audio custom-fit plugs. We had
them sent to his studio and he used them for rehearsals. He
most valued the intimacy of what he could hear, though with
his experienced ear he noticed the difficulty with the sound of
guitars, especially acoustic - it’s just never as good as what
you hear in free air. As a producer he wants to hear it all and
I deliver something very similar to Gary’s front-of-house mix.
Yes, I do mix song-to-song, and I do have to ride certain
things, but it’s all at a nice level. That’s the thing, it’s so quiet
up there apart from the drums, so much so that when it came
to production rehearsals I actually had to walk out front and

What about the rest of the band? “I’ve worked with them so much these
past few years that it’s straightforward, they know what they need and are
very undemanding. They all use JH16 inserts except one who likes the
flatter response of the JH13; even the string players have their own
moulds. Personally, I find I get all I need for the cellos off the Schertlers,
and the violin gives more than enough level from the DPA - there’s
approximately 3dB gain on the cellos compared to violin. The Perspex
shielding to the sides of the drums for them and the BVs is the final part of
controlling spill on stage. There is no screen downstage, so Jeff and the
rest of the band can hear the kit. Even so, I only have to keep a close eye
on Jeff when he comes off mic, but isn’t that always the way?”
System Tech
Speaking to Skan’s system tech Craig Bruce, I mentioned Lutley’s
comment about it sounding backstage like the PA wasn’t even on. “Well,
the J-Series is already pretty good and provides a lot of rear rejection. But
Steve will already be more than familiar with that. What I can say is the
management of audio energy to create equal level and frequency
response across the whole listening area seems to make that rear
rejection even more efficient. That’s a subjective judgement, AP (d&b’s
ArrayProcessing function within the ArrayCalc simulation software) does
nothing outside the defined pattern of the system, and is probably more
about the nature of what comes back from the room. I also find I’m
applying far less system EQ; Gary just does a bit on the board. We have
main and side hangs, all J, with flown J-SUBs. There’s a further J-SUB
array under the stage with some Y10Ps laid on their side on the
downstage edge for front-fills. The Ys are in cut mode, but run quite loud
just to help with the imaging. For wider arena shows, we’re touring 270°

hangs of V-Series, and ring delays of V-Series for Manchester and London
arenas.”
Does Bruce find the added need for more accurate venue measurement
a burden? “In short, no. The benefits AP brings to the mix (no pun
intended) clearly outweigh the small amount of extra thought you have to
put into the venue drawings. In fact, in that sense it’s a massive step
forward, and I’ll explain why. I never walk into a venue in the morning
completely blind, having spent the previous day pre-building my listening
planes within ArrayCalc using a CAD drawing of the venue. Once on site,
it’s a relatively straightforward process to confirm the accuracy of my
measurements, inputting height and angle information. With AP you need
to ideally be accurate to at least 20cm. I’ve found the d&b ArrayCalc
software very user friendly, with quite a lot of functionality. The folks at d&b
are really responsive to comments and requests for changes to help
improve the workflow.”
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check the PA was on. I do the usual thing with audience mics, bringing on
the crowd between songs, and I also let them bleed through during that
quiet intro section to Wild West Hero. It’s one of the trickiest moments in
the show for me; he wants to hear that big surge from the crowd, but at
the same time the timing is tight so great care is needed. And there’s that
six voice a cappella section as well, so it’s probably the most pressured
song in the show.”

Anything else that makes life simpler? “I really like how d&b have enabled
you to pre-load up to 10 AP slots per array. Once you have defined your
level over distance within your chosen three zones, you can then duplicate
this data across the AP slots, adding differing temperatures and
humidities. This is really useful as, during the day from system tuning at,
say 1pm to sound-check at 4pm, and then into the evening, I’ve been
recording humidity variances of up to 20% and temperature changes of
+10°. I can progress my way up or down the AP slots as the venue
conditions change, simply with a click of the mouse. During the support
band, if conditions have changed dramatically, I can simply reprocess an
AP slot in ArrayCalc and load this back into my R1 file, all while the system
is passing audio. Thumbs up!”
Lighting
I had hoped that show designer Tim Routledge would be present in
Leeds, but sadly he was already out in the US taking care of Beyoncé.
I did call him after the show and the interview is presented separately
elsewhere (see page 38). Instead, I met Matt Pitman, a man who
physically reminded me of a younger Patrick Woodroffe from the days
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Left: Crew, from top - Production
manager Richard ‘Wez’ Wearing;
Richard Shipman (left) with Andy
Tonks; Stage technician Glen Fuller
(left) and Steve Lutley, monitors;
Stage techician Craig Bruce with
FoH engineer Gary Bradshaw

when I worked for him. Pitman proved, like Woodroffe, to be an eloquent
exponent of his trade and had something of the diplomat about him. If he
ever felt he was straying into controversial territory he would stop,
consider his words, and then unfold an entirely rational explanation for
why something was the way it was.
“I’ve been working for Tim on and off for almost four years now,
sometimes just babysitting a show for him for one night, lighting designer
for bits and pieces, or maybe a bit of programming here and there,
standing in for Tom Youngs - his regular programmer. We’ve probably
done five projects together in that time. This is very much Tim’s design
and he has designed something exquisitely beautiful for the audience and for me to work with.”
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This was just show three and Pitman had this to say: “The regular press
reviews have been really good. They tended to say that they came
expecting another resurrection special, but on leaving came away with the
sense that this was alive, exciting and entirely relevant. I must say that
really qualifies the way everyone on the crew feels about this show;
I personally feel really stoked to be part of it.”
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Pitman has designed clients of his own, including Il Divo, 30 Seconds to
Mars and Sigur Ross in recent years, but says he’s “not massively worried
about being a full-time designer. I enjoy the variety of programming big
shows - the Chemical Brothers last year and this, for example - or being
lighting director. With this show I get to do a bit of both, but I do have to
give a lot of credit to Tom Youngs - he’s done a world-class job
programming this show. I’ve never worked with someone who is so
mathematically and musically literate. Once you propose a particular idea
to him, simple or complicated, he’ll not just understand and create the
look you want; he’ll immediately imprint it to the timeline of the song, set
the timing exactly, and all in no time at all. That’s why I’m such a fan of
adopting different roles for myself: when you get the chance to work with
people like Tom, and Tim of course, it can completely refresh your whole
approach to lighting.”
The physical shape of Routledge’s design exerts quite an influence on the
look of the show. You only have to look at one of the photos to see how
the vertically rigged horseshoe main truss frames the stage, both inwardly
and outwardly. The circular rear LED screen and ellipse of LED on the
deck expand the stage beyond its physical confines. The lighting system,
from Neg Earth, is founded mainly on Robe BMFL and Martin MAC Viper
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Air FX. Architecture and effect comes from
Ayrton MagicDots, Solaris Flares, Martin’s VDO
Sceptron LED video strips, with lasers supplied
by ER Productions.
“The Sceptron answers a lot of things for
a single pixel-wide LED strip,” continued Pitman.
“It’s versatile enough to run both streamed video
and DMX, and can be switched quickly and
easily between the two, verse to verse, as we do
in this show. It’s also very robust, and as it’s
bonded to an aluminium channel it’s very easy
to fix to odd shapes, as here on the border of
the horseshoe truss where it follows the curve
easily. That position is awkward in that the strips
can’t stay mounted for transport, so they all get
flightcased each night. As I said, very robust.
The Solaris Flares are used heavily, so too the
two light Moles we have at various locations.
Even in a big arena, the Ayrton MagicDot with its
infinite pan and tilt has a significant effect, and
while the Sceptrons at one pixel wide aren’t as
bright as the LED screens, they still carry the
effect. There’s a large amount of technology
here to complement a band known for its
technical heritage.”
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Asked about the integration of lasers into the
light show, Pitman says: “ER have been really
helpful with the lasers. We did swap out some
of the original spec’ for some more powerful
units (see Laser section below for details) and
here we are on show three with the fourth
version show file for lasers. The beautiful thing
about Tim’s design is that we achieve a great
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deal with relatively few instruments; it’s a very
strong show of force for what we have. The
BMFLs are used for all manner of things - one
minute they’re a gobo spot, the next I flare them
right out; in that sense the Air FX take a more
architectural role.”
Although Routledge created the design, he had
other demands with Beyoncé’s stadium tour in
the US and left Pitman with Youngs to create the
show. “Tim was present when we started to
programme,” said Pitman. “He gave us
a document outlining the creative intentions of
the design which we used as a template,
probably adopting over 60% directly, the rest we
evolved between Tom and myself. Tim’s brief
was very directive without being over-detailed;
he was very trusting in that sense and I’m
extremely grateful for that. He has been nothing
but supportive since the moment we started.”
So how would you characterise the way you’ve
been allowed to deviate creatively from
Routledge’s outline? “A good example would be
Don’t Bring Me Down. Tim’s instructions
suggested that the geodesic spheres
contra-rotating within the LED screen could be
complemented with something sharp, pacey
and interesting from the lighting that
complemented the circular nature of the image.
Instead, we now have a huge look with lots of
straight focusses to contrast the spheres. My
premise is always this: make a couple of
passes at each song when you’re building the
show using some fundamental ideas. Then

work backwards and forwards from those base
ideas until you have the song structure that
works: make a picture, then add or subtract
from it. I started my career in theatre and did
a fair amount of theatre design so still tend to
construct too many cues on the assumption
that I can discard the unwanted as and when
I achieve a desirable look. Tim and Tom both
laugh at me for this, especially pre-vis when
I say to Tom, ‘Oh, drop the level on those lights
to 20%’ from 25%. Obviously, WYSIWYG
renders are brilliant, but trying to trim levels by
5% in the visualiser left me open for a little
ridicule.”
Pitman continues: “I’ve also had this
conversation with Richard Shipman who drives
the video content, and he’s been very
supportive, pushing and pulling the output of
the LED screen to support what I’m doing.
That’s why Richard moved his operation to
FOH, because he’s augmenting the design live
and needs to see how it works venue-to-venue.”
Pitman runs the show from a grandMA2. “I love
the MA2. I was already familiar with the MA and
remember that initial response to the 2 was
muted, to say the least. But for me that was the
best time - that’s when the OS goes through
most evolution, when operators get to make the
most suggestions and influence the updates
that occur when a desk first appears.” Pitman
walks the walk and bought his own MA2 as well
as a full WYSIWYG system, though this desk
was Neg Earth’s.

Video
Unusually for an arena tour, all the video is LED,
even the two IMAG screens to the sides.
Supplied by Video Design along with a four
camera PPU, the central 12M circular screen
and IMAG screens (also both circular) are 9mm
pixel density, whilst the floor section - a broad
ellipse beneath the feet of the band - is a very
crisp 6mm and looks wonderful. I’ve always
struggled with floor LED, for arena tours half the
audience never gets to see it, but in an
amphitheatre-style venue such as Leeds Arena
almost 80% can, and in that sense it was well
worth the investment made by Lynne’s
management. It’s also a potent argument for the
more typical rectangular ice-hockey arenas to
contemplate temporary seating of similar style,
especially as promoters look to enhance their
customer experience.
For ELO, and Tim Routledge’s design, the floor
ellipse is the biz. I went and stood upon it in the
afternoon and even at close range the image
was un-pixelated - that’s partially about the
quality of the content, but the point remains: for
the audience the continuation of video content
from back screen to floor negates that 2D, halfopen book look, making the performance space
a much more flexible 3D environment. There are

PROUD TO SUPPLY

While the cut and thrust of the IMAG by camera
director Matt Askem was more cut than thrust the nature of the circular IMAG screens left little
option but for focus on single head shots, which
in turn demanded some busy cutting - it was
never less than well executed. In a bigger, long
arena like Manchester his work would be
indispensable, but here I had to force myself to
glance aside at the IMAG screens from time to
time. That was partly because what was
happening on stage was so compelling and
partly because the screens were relatively small
and frankly, the intimate nature of the Leeds
Arena makes them almost surplus to
requirements. Talking to Askem, it was clear that
this was something to be addressed.
“Jeff is who everyone comes to see of course and Richard Tandy - so my main focus is on
those two. But as you know, the followspot goes
off when Jeff is not on the mic, so I have to seek
out other images. There are quite a few ‘axey’
songs where I can pick up on Mike (Stevens) or
Milton (McDonald) - whichever guitarist takes
the lead - and because Jeff is keen for me to
feature the band as well as himself that gives
me choices. The circular shaped screens do

JEFF LYNNE’S ELO 2016 TOUR

make that tricky; I simply can’t fit a two person
shot. I’m going to try a 16:9 format for
Newcastle with the screen surrounds dropped
and see if everyone is happy with that.”
Personally, I’d back Askem on that score: the
only other alternative would be IMAG
occasionally on the centre stage screen and in
the context of this presentation that would just
be wrong.
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some potent graphics played here upon the
central screen: imagine the hexagonal faceted
surface of a football as a wire frame image, then
place another, smaller ball within it. Animate
both moving contra-rotationally, then illuminate
the wire frame lines in bursts of neon colours.
Fabulous.

The content runs off d3 servers. The centre
screen is 1280 by 1280, the floor 1600 by 960.
Video content management is by Richard
Shipman. As indicated elsewhere by lighting
director Matt Pitman and Tim Routledge,
Shipman goes to great lengths to craft the video
to the overall show. “The content was put
together by Ben Ib, and working with Ben to
finesse it for the show has been a nice
process,” said Shipman. “Ben values what
everyone else is doing and sees where a colour
change is needed to contrast or complement
the lighting. It’s all about managing
expectations and setting priorities.
“In detail there are actually three destinations for
the content. As well as the centre screen and
floor we send a feed to Matt for the Sceptron
pixel liner on the horseshoe truss. That’s very
clip-specific and Matt controls that from his own
desk. We’ve added some small touches of our
own; for Mr Blue Sky we put the Birmingham
City FC logo on the floor section; it’s their
theme tune.”
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He feels lucky to be where he is, and you could
say he is a lucky chap, but deservingly so. His
theatre sensitivities add much to his own
assessment that what Routledge has designed
is ‘beautiful’.
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Tim Routledge, LD
I began by asking Tim about the physical design of the show.
“A strong theme is Jeff’s desire to use images of space, of solar
systems and galaxies - he references the universe and has done so
across his career, it’s something that interests him a great deal, hence
the album Alone in the Universe. The ELO spaceship is an iconic
image, but what we didn’t want was a physical flying saucer, which
had been such a powerful image back in the ‘70s. So the shape and
arrangement of the trusses and screens refers to those images. The
horseshoe truss is figuratively an orbiting path and the addition of the
Sceptrons allows me to follow or trace out that orbiting path. The
elliptical floor LED is again a reflection of an orbiting path. We only
had three full rehearsal days, so a lot of pre-show work was done in
advance; those physical forms gave us a strong framework.”

Both Shipman running content, and Pitman on lighting, underlined the
attention to the varying control of level and balance to draw the
dynamic of the show. “I’m very keen on that,” says Tim. “Richard and
I have toured several times together before and we both feel the
disconnect created by parking server control backstage with the PPU.
It’s simply not conducive to have the content manager 100m away
backstage when you want that content to respond to the atmosphere
in the auditorium. To create a beautiful show you have to have
balance. It’s so easy to do a pop show and set the screens at, say,
15% output and leave it there. But Jeff’s music has subtlety and
nuance; a badly set LED output level could easily overpower that, and
it’s such an easy fix to put the operator out front so he can respond.
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What are your stand-out tools for the lighting rig? “I chose the Robe
BMFL as it’s simply the brightest spot/wash hybrid out there, to
compete against the LED screen. In particular, I wanted huge, fat
beams and gobo washes. The light is powerful and has a nice dimming
curve. The Ayrton MagicDots on the back circle were primarily about
size: I wanted 50 two-cell Moles around the rim, and a similar number

particular green colour mirrors the original green vinyl single, the only
coloured vinyl used in any of his releases. By doing things like that you
visually acknowledge the past without it becoming the defining context
of the show. What Ben creates is incredibly well crafted and very
contemporary - the human iris and the swirling galaxies are obvious fits
to the screen, but the animation and definition is cinematic,
breathtakingly beautiful, and entirely of the modern era.”

of Solaris Flare strobes, which left limited space for a more flexible
light. I wanted a twinkly, starlight feel. As it transpires, the Dots do
that well, and for their size are very bright, so their architectural
presence is strong. The Sceptrons line the horseshoe and two circular
trusses: that gave me another tool that could, when I wanted to,
allow me to reference back to the iridescent neon colours of the ELO
spaceship, but without being a literal representation of that fixed
flying saucer form.
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The video content, from content creator Ben Ib, varies contextually,
sometimes extremely potent and futuristic, at other times, muted and
pastoral. We could almost be watching an old piece of 8mm cine from
his childhood.
Tim says: “I had used Ben Ib for two pieces of video for the album
promo shows in 2015. He also does content for McCartney and is
super-positive to work with; he’s a very singular, creative person. So we
started by looking at images of space and I created a storyboard of
descriptions and ideas. Some ideas had been used previously for the
Hyde Park show - Ben took those and brought them to a more detailed
level. Some references are literal - an old-fashioned circular telephone
dial lends itself to the central circular screen and the song Telephone
Line - but there’s a little nod in there to the super-fans; the use of the
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Richard has been frustrated by this for some time; when we spoke,
we discussed giving him artistic control and he has really taken
ownership of it.”
Is that the same premise you applied to Pitman when it came to
directing the show? “Absolutely, it means they can bring something to
the show, not just go through the motions as an operator; that has
real benefits, not least flexibility. We had two weeks in WYSIWYG;
I gave Matt a load of notes and then gave him full rein. Tom
programmed, Matt drove the show. He would light a song, show it to
me, I might change something here and there, but more often than
not he and Tom between them had made the looks they thought were
right and I didn’t need to concern myself. They understood implicitly,
so much so that if, say, the set list changes, or a song is added, Matt
doesn’t need to call me,” (remember, Routledge is on the other side of
the Atlantic with Beyoncé), “he can just deal with it. That’s the
flexibility it gives.”
Routledge concludes: “Preparing this tour has been nothing but
a pleasurable ride. No airs, no graces, and no-one flying about for
a change.”

www.timroutledge.co.uk

What about the floor LED? “I know Video Design
has experimented with this before and had
reservations, but this latest iteration seems like
a good product. Although there are no dancers
leaping about, we have jumped up and down on
it ourselves and it’s solid. Probably the hardest
thing about it is plugging up - the stage deck is
standard LiteStructures, with Brilliant Stages
fashioning a nylon runner that makes it easy to
lay. But the LED tiles are half a metre square and
there are 196 of them. Each one needs a power
and data feed, both plugged in from below, and
it’s a crawl space rather than a stand-up so it’s
a bit slow.” I met the tile tech’ later (sorry, I didn’t
catch your name) and learned that he and
a couple of stage hands take three hours to plug
it up. Fortunately, it’s much faster to get out.

Lasers: Safety
A little over a year ago I saw Queen at this venue
and, again, lasers were a significant part of the
show. Present then was James Stewart, laser
safety officer engaged by the venue to check the
operational parameters of the laser system. It
was good to see him again here.
He said: “The interesting thing with this show is
the use of diffraction gratings and the playing of
laser into the audience area.” Stewart has

a sophisticated measuring tool to quantify the
energy within the beams as they do so, “unlike
a standard laser power meter, that requires
a stationary beam to measure the effect, the
instrument we use is designed specifically to
capture exposures from moving laser effects,
displaying the measurement in real-time. I do an
assessment during the afternoon; then, knowing
the cue points, go out among the audience
during the show and check again, also
recording the data.” It provides a useful record
should any person express concerns about
such effects after the show.
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Production
Richard ‘Wez’ Wearing is running production for
CV Productions, on behalf of Chris Vaughan who
is with Beyoncé in the US. Three shows in, he
was already in relaxed mode as far as this
production was concerned. “I do other PM work
for Chris and was running New Order when this
came up. The two tours were a close fit in terms
of timing. The big thing on this for me was the
bespoke nature of the lighting - the circular truss
around the back-screen is tricky to rig, and the
big horseshoe truss also takes time and has
required some special corner pieces. That, and
the fitting of the floor LED tiles needed careful
attention, but here we are on show three and all
is well. That’s partly down to familiar
relationships: we do put this out to tender, but
you never know, one of your regular suppliers
could be flat out with other projects. But we are
lucky in having our regular team - Skan, Neg
Earth, Video Design, Brilliant, Transam, Phoenix
and Popcorn Catering. Fifty-five tons rigged and
it all runs like clockwork; that’s down to how well
the various suppliers cooperate with each other.”

“We look at all aspects of the system, the
compliance of the equipment itself, how and
where it’s installed within the production, with
particular attention to the vulnerability of position.
In simple terms, is it likely to be knocked out of
place? And of course, the operating system,
software and E-Stop, as well as ways in which
performers have access to the beams. Classic,
powerful scanning lasers always have to be
aimed into the roof and we need to check for
potential reflections back into the audience. The
diffraction lasers mounted in the GLP moving
heads are adjusted to a safe level.
“This company [ER Productions] use multiple
gratings in series to reduce the hotter beams
that are usually present in typical single-layer
grating effects which, from an aesthetic point-ofview, has the added benefit of producing
a visibly more even effect. This kind of grating
arrangement makes the whole issue much more
manageable, particularly in a venue like this

www.lsionline.co.uk

Shipman continues: “The main challenge is
balance - balance between the floor and the
back screen, and balance between video and
lighting - and that changes song-to-song for
both.” I had always thought that once video
output levels were set to an agreeable level
relative to the prevailing lightshow that was job
done? “To some extent that’s true on many
shows, but with a designer like Tim we will build
the LED levels with him. For example, when the
big lasers come into play we’ll deliberately pull
back the LED output to further enhance their
visual impact. That’s why, for once, I’m running
the system from front-of-house, because the
dynamic between LED and lighting changes
dependent on the venue. I need to see the light
show to balance to what’s actually being
experienced by the audience.”
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where the front rows are especially close to the instruments
themselves. That’s a big help with issues concerning safety,
especially when you factor in that the laser is mounted within
a moving head.”

Photo: Kris Goodman (The Flying Lampie)

Lasers: Operation
As Pitman indicated earlier, there have been some changes
in the laser specification since rehearsals. “The twelve Laser
Blades and four Arctic lasers have gone”, explained ER
Productions’ operator Tom Vallis, “and we now have four of
our 18W RGBB lasers. They’re a much more powerful device
than the Arctics and, as with so much on this show, Tim
Routledge asked for the substitution to give a more potent
dynamic change when they’re in use. They give the same
colour mix potential as the Arctics, and ER made the cost
equation between the equipment swaps work.

Photo: Kris Goodman (The Flying Lampie)

“The 24 GLP Impression Burst lasers Tim originally specified
are still here; they’re a distinctly different effect, our own 3W

www.lsionline.co.uk

ER Productions’
Tom Vallis
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RGB Burst laser mounted within a GLP Impression moving
head. The two different laser types rather define the ethos of
the show: the 18W units can produce the classic, big, argon
laser green beam and are a nod to the past; the Burst lasers
within the GLPs are a very modern effect. Matt gives us some
good moments for the lasers to really shine, then elsewhere
they’re very much part of the lighting look rather than an
effect.”
Vallis runs the Burst off a Road Hog 4. “The bigger 18W units
are programmed on Pangolin [software]. It’s all run to
timecode, which links to the Pangolin timeline.” Readers will
see the bigger units in the photos here from the first three
songs. Sadly, you won’t see the Burst units, which is a shame
as the effect, to echo a popular phrase, was quite beautiful.
One of the show’s recurring motifs is that of galaxies and
visions of space: when the double diffraction grating is
applied the lasers throw multiple short, truncated beams
about the stage, rather like a 3D glitter snow-storm paper
weight. They embellish the prevailing wash with an animated
touch of fairy dust. As with every part of this show, all rather
magical.

